
9/14/93 

iir. Jerry Neuberger 
PO Box 1750 
Pacifica, CA 94044 

Dear Mr. lieuberger, 

I have just been given a copy of your full-page add in the NY Times of May 13, 

1993. Surlirising I'd not heard of it earlier! And it represents an impressive dedication. 

hy point in writing, however, is to tell you that there are other involvments 

in the JFK assassination than any by the CIA and to indicate my belief that you, like 

so many others, have been influenced in your thinking by those who theorizes conspir-

acies they do not prove with fact and present themlesolutions. 

That in fact there was such a conspiracy I did prove from the official evidence 

alone beginning with my first book, which was the first on the Warren Report. But that 

there was a conspiracy does not identify the conspirators. 

In a book that is to be published, but I have none of the details, I use some of 

the formerly suppressed official records I got through a dozen FOIA lawsuits to prove 

one conspiracy and make a prima facie case for another. This book will also contain the 

documentary proof that no official invItsTigatton was eveW intended or made. Thus there 

are no real leads for private persons to follow. I do not knowkohen that book will 

appear because it is being handled for me by a friend who is arranging the publication 

with small publisher. Meanwhile, past 80 and in impaired health, I spend all the time 
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I can trying to perfect the record for history. 	
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I realize that those who theorize conspirocies have large and pear followings 

but the truth is as I tell you and the end result of all that theorizing is to confuse 

the still-suffering pepple even more and to give the federal agencies, particularly the 

FBI, grist for their internal mill. I have countless records in which they take these 

theories presented as fact, debunk them, distribute them and note you see, they are all 

wrong, we are the only ones who told the truth. They have no trouble debunking with 

records attached and that is effective throughout the government. 

Best wishes, 

Harold Weisberg 


